
 

 
1. What are the primary trends and challenges currently affecting the UK’s gas network? 

 
Both natural gas itself (methane) and the CO2 that its combustion produces are powerful 
greenhouse gases, so it is easy to argue that gas networks are complicit in causing global warming. 
With the  decline in coal use (for heat and power generation), the increasing share of renewables in 
the power sector, and the introduction of electric vehicles (BEV and FCEV) in the transport sector, 
the UK’s gas network is going to be under the decarbonisation spotlight. In the last 10-20 years, 
various actions have been taken by the other sectors to reduce GHG emissions, driven by associated 
government policies, while the gas sector has taken limited action and been relatively untouched by 
regulators/policymakers. This is bound to change in the near future, with probably a trend of 
decarbonisation targets imposed out to 2030 and beyond for gas networks. 
 
To achieve this requires the production and use of ‘decarbonised gas’. This equates to producing 
more bio-methane, more bio-SNG, more hydrogen and possibly SNG derived from hydrogen and 
CO2. There are two routes for producing hydrogen (a) from natural gas in combination with a 
CCUS solution, and (b) from renewable electricity via the electrolysis of water (‘power-to-gas’). 
The U.K. is well placed to exploit both.  
 
However, the central challenge of doing so is an economic one. Government policies are needed to 
enable and afford the transition to low-carbon gas networks, in conjunction with consumer 
education to explain what’s happening and that decarbonised gas will be a lot more expensive per 
kWh than natural gas. There is only 30 years left to achieve the required transition, but this is 
enough time if we commence soon and implement a gradual incremental change. It requires 
intelligent policies so the transition can be suitably financed by some combination of consumers, 
taxpayers, polluters and investors. 
 

2. What should be the key priorities and aims for reforming the UK’s gas network? 
 
In general, decarbonisation, energy security (indigenous production), environmental sustainability 
and UK job creation.  
 
More specifically in the short/medium term, the injection of hydrogen admixtures, biomethane and 
bio-SNG into gas distribution networks. And in the long term, transitioning to 100% hydrogen grids 
but only when sufficient evidence exists to verify that, in all respects, it is reasonable to step away 
from a methane-dominant fuel to hydrogen. 
 

3. How can the convergence of the gas network with other networks and sectors be 
enabled and accelerated? 

 
Sector coupling or ‘sectoral integration’ is a strong theme, where the gas grid acts as an energy sink 
for absorbing surplus energy from the power grid n the form of hydrogen. The ongoing 
decarbonisation of the power grid with variable renewables results in periods when renewable 
electricity production is curtailed or available at very low prices; these periods are predicted to 
reach several thousand hours per annum by 2030. Therefore converting this energy to hydrogen and 
injecting it into the capacious gas network is a key way of harnessing rather than wasting renewable 
energy. To accelerate the adoption of this approach requires joined up thinking and a power-to-gas 
policy across the gas and electricity networks. These historically separate networks need to exploit 
synergies now and drop their 20th century mindset of let’s compete with each other for kWh sales. 
To help achieve this, government needs to overhaul OFGEM and extensively modernise and 
reposition its thinking to ensure decarbonisation is at the centre of its philosophy. 
 



 

 
Electrolysers are available at scales appropriate for injecting hydrogen into gas distribution 
networks and electricity grid balancing markets are available for power-to-gas operators to earn 
money from, but as yet there is no value placed on hydrogen injected into the gas network. This is 
the remaining step for the gas sector and the government to resolve (for example via CfDs, FITs or 
a suitable remuneration scheme that encourages the adoption of H2NG blends). Alongside this, the 
HSE must urgently introduce a new concentration limit (e.g. 20%) within the GSMR. 
 

4. Which technologies provide the greatest potential for decarbonisation of heat, and how can 
they be better supported? 

 
The following have small individual potentials but importantly together they can make a large 
national contribution to decarbonisation, and technologically their greater adoption can commence 
immediately with minimal disruption for consumers, provided a suitable suite of policy measures is 
introduced: 
 
A) Heat pumps - applicable only to a minority of U.K. buildings; 
B) Power-to-gas systems - injecting say 20 or 30% hydrogen admixtures into gas distribution 
networks; 
C) Biomethane injection systems; 
D) Bio-SNG injection systems; and 
E) Energy-efficiency (end use technology improvements and increased building insulation). 
 
However, there is much greater potential in the following, but they require very substantial 
investments, a switch to hydrogen grids and hydrogen combustion by consumers. There are still 
technological uncertainties at present, so they are best viewed as long term options: 
 
F) SMR+CCS with hydrogen being distributed in a similar way to natural gas today and CO2 being 
stored geologically; and 
G) Large Scale Power-to-Gas Systems with hydrogen being produced (both onshore via a greener 
power grid and offshore from renewable electricity) and distributed via the gas grid, without 
requiring CCS. 
 

5. What are the barriers to and opportunities for public and private investment in the 
upgrading of the gas network? 

 
Barriers: 
 
No value proposition for consumers to pay more per kWh, other than knowing its a low-carbon gas 
that they’re burning. 
Fully decarbonised gas will be a lot more expensive than natural gas, so it will require effective 
policies and consumer education to enable a transition of gradual decarbonisation. 
The long standing absence of government policies to achieve decarbonisation of the gas sector has 
made the sector conservative not opportunistic. Some organisations may be resistant to change. 
 
 
Opportunities: 
 
Electricity grid balancing is becoming more difficult, so the gas sector can provide a helpful 
solution via Power-to-Gas that benefits both networks (a win-win). 
The UK’s renewable potential is vast, so the production of carbon-free hydrogen (e.g. from offshore 
wind as being investigated by the Dutch and the OGTC) is a substantial UK opportunity. 



 

New forward thinking players may enter the gas sector if the investment opportunity looks bright 
within the decarbonisation policy framework set out by government (e.g. as occurred in the power 
sector when ROCs were introduced). 
Geologically the U.K. has a good amount of large scale storage potential, either for storing 
hydrogen or CO2. 
There are good decarbonisation policy schemes that have been tried and tested in the transport and 
electricity sectors, that could help formulate the required policies for change in the gas sector. 
 
 

6. How can the costs of gas for consumers be controlled and even reduced at the same time 
as upgrading the gas network? 

 
Good management, but in general the p/kWh value can’t and shouldn’t be reduced. That is 
completely the wrong paradigm. Government needs to face the fact that decarbonised gas will be 
more expensive than natural gas and implement policies that enable the next generations of 
consumers to adjust to the new reality. The old ratio between gas and electricity prices will change 
if both commodities are to be decarbonised by 2050. Many other countries already have different 
ratios of electricity to gas prices for consumers than the U.K., so this is mainly a case of 
policymakers ensuring the transition is progressive and affordable. 
 

7. What policies should the Government reform or introduce to upgrade the gas network? 
 
Change GSMR - near term (2020) adoption of 20% or 30% hydrogen concentration regulation; 
medium term (2030) adoption of a greater concentration (e.g. 50% or 60%). 
 
Introduce a Sector Coupling policy to enable decarbonisation synergies to be accessed by the 
electricity and gas networks (e.g. waiving of electricity grid fees for Power-to-Gas systems 
combined with introduction of FITs or CfDs for H2NG blends). 
 
Introduce more generous policies to support the penetration of bio-methane and bio-SNG injection 
into gas networks. 
 
Modernise the energy taxation system across all fuels into one coherent system so revenue can be 
used to more aggressively encourage the production and use of decarbonised fuels, and discourage 
the use of traditional fuels. 
 
Set decarbonisation targets for gas networks (e.g. by X% by 2030, Y% by 2040, Z% by 2050) so 
everyone appreciates the long term goals. 
 


